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1 ABBREVIATIONS

AS Alternative Splicing

ATI Alternative Transcriptional Initiation

ASTI Alternative Splicing and Transcriptional Initiation

DNA Deoxyribonucleic Acid

cDNA Complementary DNA

EST Expression Sequence Tag

RNA Ribonucleic Acid

mRNA Messenger RNA

miRNA Micro RNA

CDS Coding Sequence

CAGE Cap-analysis Gene Expression

UTR Untranslated Region

NMD Nonsense-mediated mRNA Decay

GO Gene Ontology

EDI FN Extra Domain I

ESE Exonic Splicing Enhancer

ESS Exonic Splicing Silencer

SR protein Serine/Arginine-rich RNA-binding Protein

snRNP Small Nuclear Ribonucleoprotein

hnRNP Heterogeneous Nuclear Ribonucleoprotein
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2 ABSTRACT
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The genome sequencing of various organisms was completed recently, and the total

number of genes in each organism has been disclosed. In human, the number of protein-

coding genes is now estimated to be approx. 25,000, which is much smaller than earlier

estimates. Therefore, scientists are shifting their interest to the structural and functional

diversity of transcripts (isoforms) produced from a single gene by the mechanisms of

alternative splicing (AS) and alternative transcriptional initiation (ATI). This thesis is

devoted to the genome-wide detection and analysis of alternative splicing and

alternative transcriptional initiation (ASTI), which have become feasible by using

newly developed algorithms and computational tools as described here in detail.

We have developed a computational system that automatically performs genome-

wide detection and classification of ASTI events, and applied it to six eukaryotes

(human, mouse, fruit fly, nematode, cress and rice) whose genome sequencing has been

completed or nearly completed. Transcriptional isoforms were collected by mapping a

batch of full-length cDNA sequences onto respective cognate genomic sequences.

Isoforms mapped on the same gene locus were compared pair-wise, ASTI patterns were

segmented into minimal spans, and the minimal patterns (ASTI units) were classified

into unique types such as the cassette type or the alternative donor site. All these

procedures were performed automatically under the same conditions so that the results

obtained from different species could be compared directly. The fraction of loci that

underwent ASTI of the total mapped loci was the largest in mammals and fruit fly, and

the smallest in plants. Exactly the same trend was observed for the number of unique

ASTI types found in each species. The observed fractional representations of the ASTI

types were similar between evolutionarily close species such as human and mouse or

cress and rice. On the other hand, the relative orders of abundance of individual ASTI

types were considerably different between evolutionarily distant species such as

mammals and plants. In human and mouse, AS other than the retained introns tended to

occur within the protein coding sequence (CDS) regions rather than within the

untranslated regions (UTRs), whereas this tendency was obscure in the other four

species. In all the species examined, the difference in alternative exon lengths was most

likely in multiples of three, and this tendency was most prominent when the alternative

exons were embedded within the CDSs. These observations are consistent with the idea
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that more complex organisms such as mammals utilize the ASTI mechanisms more

extensively and in a more complicated manner than less complex organisms such as

nematodes and plants, and that ASTI actively participates in the enhancement of the

functional and structural diversity of products generated from a limited number of genes

on a genome.

These results of ASTI pattern analysis are open to the public through ASTRA

(Alternative Splicing and TRanscription Archives), a database equipped with a JAVA

applet viewer that enables users to display the most complex ASTI patterns in the order

of their demand (http://alterna.cbrc.jp).
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3 INTRODUCTION
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3.1 Summary of ASTI

A eukaryotic gene is composed of two nucleotide sequence parts called “exons” and

“introns.” An mRNA precursor, the primary transcript from a gene, contains the copy of

all parts of the gene. The parts corresponding to exons are retained in mature mRNA,

whereas the parts corresponding to introns are removed at the stage of mRNA

processing called “splicing.” The 5’ and 3’ ends of an intron are called donor and

acceptor splice sites, respectively. For some genes, the exon-intron organization is not

unique due to alteration in the selection of splice sites. Therefore, more than one form of

mature mRNA can be generated from a single gene. This mechanism is called

alternative splicing (AS).

Another mechanism called alternative transcriptional initiation (ATI) also

participates in the diversification of transcripts from a single gene. ATI (also called

alternative promoter or alternative 5’ end) is the phenomenon by which RNA

polymerase starts transcription from different sites driven by different promoters [1].

The promoter activities depend on tissue type, developmental stage and other cellular

conditions. The variant 5’ untranslated regions (UTRs) might differ in their secondary

structure and/or in the presence or absence of upstream ORFs, which can affect the

structure of translation products or translation rates [1] (Figure 3.1).

Although the generation mechanisms of AS and ATI (collectively called ASTI

hereafter) are different, both events, independently or in concert, play an important role

in increasing the diversity of transcripts of eukaryotic genes.

3.2 Typical examples of AS transcripts

The AS phenomenon is widely observed in eukaryotic cells. Various AS transcripts can

be generated depending on tissue type, developmental stage and other cellular

conditions [2, 3]. Black [4] has recently reviewed a number of AS events and their

regulatory mechanisms. Well-known examples of AS products that carry different

functional roles are the SXL proteins related to the sex determination of Drosophila [5,

6] and Down’s syndrome cell adhesion molecule (DSCAM) of human and Drosophila

belonging to the immunoglobulin superfamily [7, 8]. The BMAL2 circadian clock gene

of human is also influenced by AS [9]. In addition, many cancer-associated genes such
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as Bcl-2, Fas and caspase 2 (Ich-1) are alternatively spliced [10].

AS variation within the coding sequence (CDS) of a gene brings about altered

amino acid sequences that eventually lead to structural changes in the protein. In the

case of caspase-2 (Ich-1), a member of the caspase family of proteinase, the inclusion or

exclusion of an alternatively expressed exon of 61 bp forms two AS variants, Ich-1L

and Ich-1S. Inclusion of the 61 bp exon results in translation termination due to a stop

codon located upstream of Ich-1S. Therefore, the longer Ich-1L transcript encodes a

shorter protein product. The roles of the two isoforms show stark contrast; Ich-1L

causes apoptosis whereas Ich-1S prevents it [11].

Functional diversification can be achieved not only at the protein level but also at

the mRNA level. For example, an exon insertion into the 5’ UTR region inhibits the

translation of mRNA of rat DNase I, which is related to the induction of DNA

fragmentation in apoptosis [12]. Moreover, an exon insertion into the 3’ UTR region of

mouse Bcl-x! mRNA, which carries an important molecular link with the CD28-

dependent co-stimulatory pathway, is predicted to change the stability of the mRNA as a

result of altered stem and loop structures [13]. Thus, AS in the 5’ or 3’ UTR region may

cause significant changes in the transcriptional or translational efficiency of the gene.

3.3 Genome-wide detection of AS events

The genome sequencing of various organisms was completed recently, and the total

number of genes in each organism has become known. When the draft genome

sequence of human was opened to the public, the number of genes was estimated to be

approx. 35,000, which was much smaller than the earlier consensus of around 100,000

genes [14]. When more accurate sequences were published later, the number of

estimated genes was decreased to 20,000-25,000 [15]. This small number of protein

coding genes suggests that AS variation might contribute, at least in part, to the

functional diversity of human genes [14]. Therefore, scientists have gradually shifted

their interest to the structure of transcriptional products and the diverse manners of gene

expression that are influenced by AS.

Before human genome sequencing was completed, the methods for detecting AS

variants in large scale were based on either clustering of Expression Sequence Tags
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(ESTs)/cDNAs or MEDLINE search using “alternative splicing” as the keyword [16,

17]. The completion of genome sequencing has facilitated accurate determination of

gene structures through the mapping of ESTs/cDNAs sequences onto the genomic

sequences, and has drastically accelerated AS investigations. For example, in earlier

studies based on human ESTs, the fraction of genes that generate AS variants was

estimated to be approx. 35% of the total genes [18, 19, 20]. More recently, however,

Johnson et al. [2] reported that at least 74% of human multi-exon genes are alternatively

spliced on the basis of the results of microarray analysis with splice junction probes.

Furthermore, a variety of genome-wide AS analyses have been developed, including the

discovery of regulatory motifs responsible for AS, the prediction of alternatively spliced

exons, the comparison of orthologous AS genes, and insights into evolutionary

relationships between AS variants and gene duplications [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

Genome-wide AS analysis has also provided novel knowledge of cancer-

associated genes. Xu and Lee [27] conducted genomics-based analyses of the role of AS

in cancer according to the human curated EST dataset. A large number (190) of cancer-

associated genes show previously uncharacterized splice forms in tumor cells that are

distinct from the predominant forms in normal tissues.

3.4 AS patterns and typical AS types

Pair-wise comparison of AS variants has indicated that several distinct patterns are

frequently observed in their exon-intron organizations. These typical AS patterns are

traditionally classified into seven types, i.e., cassette (one exon insertion), retained

intron, alternative donor (shift in 5’ splice site) and acceptor (shift in 3’ splice site), two

kinds of alternative polyadenylation site (termination) and mutually exclusive exons

[28]. Figure 3.2 shows these typical types, although slightly different classifications are

also used in the literature. It has been consistently observed that the cassette type is the

most abundant AS type in human transcripts [17, 18]. In most cases, AS patterns other

than these typical types are collectively classified as "miscellaneous" or "others."

Sharov et al. [29] newly detected eight "others" types from mouse mapping results.

Thanaraj et al. [30] suggested that the AS types classified as "others" may be

decomposed into several simpler elementary units.
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3.5 Novel knowledge from genome-wide AS analysis

Genome-wide AS analysis has dramatically increased the detection of instances of AS

from various species and genes. These observations have significantly contributed to the

accumulation of knowledge about the AS phenomenon that extends from the molecular

mechanisms of AS selection to medical applications. Some representative findings are

introduced below.

3.5.1 NAGNAG motif

Alternative acceptor sites shifted by only three bases were quite frequently detected in

mouse transcripts [31]. Those acceptors form the “NAGNAG” motif, where the right

side “NAG” represents the constitutive acceptor motif, and the left side “NAG”

represents the alternative acceptor motif (N stands for A, C, G or T) [32] (Fig. 3.3).

Such motifs are also observed in ruminant, chicken, and tomato, among other organisms

[33, 34, 35]. Hiller et al. [32] scanned 20,213 human mRNAs from the RefSeq division

of GenBank, and found that 5% (8,105 of 152,288) of the splice acceptors contained a

NAGNAG motif. Their observations are summarized as follows. (1) 7,326 of 8,105

(90.4%) NAGNAG acceptors were situated upstream of an exon annotated as part of the

CDS. (2) The tandem acceptors are biased toward intron phase 1 (40% phase 0, 43%

phase 1 and 17% phase 2), which is significantly different from that of all human

introns (46% phase 0, 33% phase 1 and 21% phase 2). (3) The intron phase determines

the outcome of a NAG insertion/deletion (indel) that includes a single-amino acid

insertion/deletion (indel), exchange between a single amino acid and an unrelated

dipeptide, and creation or destruction of a stop codon. (4) 73% of orthologous

NAGNAG acceptor pairs were conserved between human and mouse (Fig. 3.3).

Gene Ontology (GO) [36] analyses suggest that a significant portion of genes

containing the NAGNAG motif encode DNA-binding proteins. This observation

implies that the insertion or deletion of a single amino acid may play a role in fine

tuning the binding properties of the different DNA-binding protein isoforms [37].

3.5.2 AS diversity according to Alu insertion and exon duplication
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Alu repetitive elements are short interspersed elements (SINEs) typically 300

nucleotides long, and account for >10% of the human genome [14, 38]. While some

alternative exons include Alu elements, the vast majority (84%) of the Alu-containing

exons that appear within the coding region of mRNAs cause a frame shift or a

premature termination codon. Alu-containing exons are included in transcripts at lower

frequencies than alternatively spliced exons that do not contain the Alu sequence. These

results indicate that internal exons that contain the Alu sequence are predominantly, if

not always, alternatively spliced [39]. Alu elements are rarely found in constitutive

exons, indicating their evolutionary disadvantage. Alu elements are composed of several

subfamilies of which the J and S subfamilies are most prevalent. Mutations within these

Alu elements sometimes convert the alternative exon in which they reside into a

constitutive one. In some unfortunate cases, such mutations lead to disease [40]. Thus,

“exonization” of Alu or other transposable elements may accelerate evolution through

the creation of new AS exons, but it may also have deleterious effects on the host

organism.

Exon duplication is considered to be the principal path for the functional

diversification of proteins and the emergence of new functions. Kondrashov and Koonin

[41] reported some of the mutually exclusive exons involved in substitution-type AS,

and speculated that the alternative exons have evolved by exon duplication.

Considering that the prediction of eukaryotic genes is not perfect, Letunic et al.

[42] searched for “unannotated” duplex exons from adjacent intron sequences in human,

fly and nematode genomes. They identified a total of 2,438 cases, and suggested that

exon duplication tends to lead to mutually exclusive AS events. They also presented the

idea that AS is a general mechanism for the modulation of protein functions, as

suggested by the 3D structural analysis of human glycine receptor alpha-2 and

Drosophila trypsin-like serine protease [42].

3.5.3 Nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD)

Nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) is a eukaryotic mRNA surveillance pathway

that reduces errors in gene expression by eliminating aberrant mRNAs that encode

incomplete polypeptides. Recent experiments suggest a working model whereby
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premature and normal translation termination events are distinct as a consequence of the

spatial relationship between the termination codon and mRNA-binding proteins, a

relationship partially established by nuclear pre-mRNA processing [43].

During pre-mRNA processing, the spliceosome removes intron sequences. As this

occurs, a set of proteins called the exon-junction complex are deposited 20-24

nucleotides upstream of the sites of intron removal. For normal mRNAs whose

termination codons are on or near the final exon, the ribosome will have displaced all

exon-junction complexes. By contrast, if any exon-junction complexes remain when the

ribosome reaches the stop codon, a series of interactions ensue, leading to decapping

and degradation of the RNA. This model explains the basis of the “50 nucleotide rule”

for mammalian NMD: if a termination codon is more than approximately 50 nucleotides

upstream of the final exon, it is a premature termination codon and the mRNA that

harbors it will be degraded (Fig. 3.4) [44]. Lewis et al. [45] noted that approximately

1/3 of the alternative transcripts they examined contained premature termination codons,

and are candidate targets of NMD. The widespread coupling of AS and NMD indicates

that the cell possesses a large number of irrelevant mRNA isoforms that must be

eliminated [45].

3.6 Relationship between ATI and AS events

Although the principal mechanisms of ATI differ from those of AS, there are several

lines of evidence suggesting strong coupling between these phenomena. Supportive

experiments have been conducted, which involve transient transfection of mammalian

cells with minigenes carrying the FN Extra Domain I (EDI) exon that encodes a

facultative repeat of fibronectin (FN) [46, 47]. Strong transcriptional activators such as

VP16 of class IIB induce skipping of an exon that is included without such an activator

[48]. Promoters and enhancers are cis-acting elements that control gene transcription via

complex networks of protein-DNA and protein-protein interactions. Both promoters and

enhancers can control transcriptional initiation and elongation, of which the elongation

rate is tightly correlated with the inclusion or exclusion of the AS exons [46, 49].

Transcriptional coregulators recruited by some steroid hormone receptors are also

involved in the control of AS via the same molecular mechanisms [50, 51]. Yet another
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line of evidence for the transcriptional control of AS comes from the observation that

mutants of polII RNA polymerase with a low elongation rate cause exon insertion, as

reviewed in Kornblihtt et al. [47].

3.7 Detection of alternative promoters and ATI analysis

A tremendous number of cDNAs have been cloned, sequenced and submitted to public

databases energetically from across the world. Although these sequences comprise the

primary resources for ASTI analysis, a large fraction of them are copies from truncated

mRNAs. Therefore, ATI analysis that needs precise information of transcriptional

initiation sites has fallen behind AS analysis, and promoter analysis has long been

carried out as an unfixed subject for biologists and bioinformatics researchers [52, 53,

54, 55]. Not only do promoters serve as key to the transcription of genes, they also link

to AS, as described above. Hence, detection of the transcriptional initiation site is

essential to understand cooperation among these mechanisms. Recent technologies have

made it feasible to construct full-length cDNA libraries [56, 57] and Cap-analysis gene

expression (CAGE) tag resources [58]. Thus, the most difficult obstacles for ATI

analysis have been eliminated. Very recently, Kimura et al. [59] analyzed 1,780,295 5’-

end sequences of human full-length cDNAs and found that at least 50% of human genes

are subject to regulation by alternative promoters, that there are on average 3.1 putative

alternative promoters per gene, and that ATI-dependent transcripts are most abundant in

testis and brain compared with other tissues. Furthermore, their analysis based on GO

indicated that alternative promoters are enriched in the genes encoding signal-

transduction-related proteins, but are rare in genes encoding extracellular proteins.

These observations suggest varied functional requirements for these classes of genes,

i.e., enhanced diversity for signal transduction genes and preserved sorting signals in

extracellular protein coding genes, respectively.

3.8 ASTI pattern analysis

3.8.1 Complex mechanisms that control ASTI phenomena

According to recent studies, splicing mechanisms have been elucidated to some degree.

The splicing reaction is carried out by the spliceosome that consists of five small
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nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) complexes U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6 and a large

number of non-snRNPs. The spliceosome acts through a multitude of RNA-RNA,

RNA-protein and protein-protein interactions to precisely excise each intron and to join

the exons in the correct order [60]. The SR protein family of non-snRNPs, except for

some members such as U2AF35 and 65 that participate in constitutive splicing events,

plays important roles in AS [61]. Some consensus motif sequences on pre-mature

mRNAs bind such SR proteins and act as exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs). On the

other hand, other motifs known as exonic splicing silencers (ESSs) bind another class of

RNA-protein complexes called heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP)

complexes. A considerable number of these elements have been identified in human or

mouse genes [61, 62].

If some computational methods succeed in the ab initio detection of consensus

motifs responsible for ASTI [17, 63], alternative exon-intron structures would be

predicted [21, 22]. However, the ASTI mechanisms have remained unclear for several

reasons. First, the ASTI mechanisms are extraordinarily complicated and thus preclude

ab initio approaches. Second, all the components of spliceosome have not yet been

isolated. Finally, the detection and classification of ASTI patterns from multiple splicing

variants have not been well established. Thus, the primary task in investigating the

ASTI phenomena is simply to know which parts of the gene (or premature mRNA

precursor) are subject to AS variations, and to classify ASTI patterns according to the

possible mechanisms of their generation.

 

3.8.2 Classification of ASTI patterns and AS databases

The splicing events are normally classified as: (i) a cassette or skipped exon, where an

entire exon is inserted/deleted; (ii) exon/intron isoforms, where a different

donor/acceptor splice site leads to alternative initiation, truncation, or extension of an

exon; and (iii) intron retention [64]. In human transcripts, it is commonly recognized

that the cassette type is the most popular and each cassette exon affects protein structure

without changing the reading frame in a majority of cases. However, the contributions

of other AS types have not been extensively studied.

Several research groups have reported the large-scale detection of AS. For
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instance, Modrek et al. [65] mapped human mRNA and EST sequences on draft

genomic sequences, and identified alternative exons as well as constitutive ones. Heber

et al. [66] applied graph representation to assembled ESTs mapped on genome

sequences. By tracing paths of the “splicing graphs,” they inferred the exon-intron

structure of each AS variant. Zavolan et al. [67] aligned full-length cDNA sequences of

mouse against the genome sequence. Genomic exons thus identified were compared to

one another to detect AS variations. With the increase in the number of mapped cDNA

sequences, methods for detecting AS forms have become considerably elaborate, and

several databases that present detected AS variants are now publicly accessible [30, 31,

65, 68].

To obtain deeper insights into the mechanisms and biological significance of

ASTI events, however, we need more advanced analyses of ASTI patterns. The first step

towards this direction is the classification of AS events according to type. So far, there

has been no systematic way to do this, which has hampered direct comparison of the

results obtained by different groups with different data resources. In the following

sections, we propose our algorithm for the detection and classification of ASTI types

and its application to six representative eukaryotes. Through the analyses, we show that

ASTI actively participates in the diversification of transcriptomes and proteomes

derived from a limited number of genes on a genome, and that structurally or

behaviorally more complex organisms utilize these mechanisms more extensively than

less complex organisms.
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4 Materials and Methods
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4.1 Algorithms for detection and classification of ASTI patterns

4.1.1 Definitions and algorithms

ASTI variants (isoforms) are mature mRNA forms that retain partially different portions

of the same template gene after transcription and processing. For simplicity, we exclude

partial, immature, or degraded products from our consideration. In addition, we

concentrate most of our attention to pair-wise comparison, although complicated

combinatory patterns may appear when many isoforms from a single gene are compared

simultaneously.

Consider some isoforms that are aligned onto the genomic sequence. From the

alignment, exon-intron structures of respective isoforms are immediately derived. Our

algorithm starts with labeling each nucleotide in each variant either 1 or 0 depending on

whether that nucleotide lies in an exon or a non-exon (intron or extragenic region),

respectively. This procedure produces two-dimensional bit arrays in which each column

corresponds to a position in the genomic sequence, each row corresponds to a distinct

mRNA, and the label indicates the exonic status. The bit pattern is then compressed so

that adjacent columns with the same values are combined (Figure 4.1-I, I’ and I”).

Isoforms usually have a majority of exons and introns in common; however, we

are interested in only the difference between them. Moreover, apparently complicated

variations in exon-intron organizations may be decomposed into simpler units. Hence,

we define an “ASTI unit” as a minimal span of distinct exon-intron structures flanked

by either common exon(s) or extragenic region(s). With the compressed bit arrays

mentioned above, the region is represented by a pair of non-identical shortest bit series

flanked by either (1, 1) or “extragenic” (0, 0) at an end of a transcript. (To save space,

bit arrays are shown side by side rather than up and down.) In the example shown in

Figure 4.1, we find four ASTI units indicated by solid bidirectional arrows (the left solid

arrow corresponds to three pair-wise ASTI units), whereas the regions indicated by

broken arrows are not ASTI units because the bit series are identical (the right broken

arrow) or as discussed in the next paragraph (the left broken arrow). ASTI units may be

classified into many types, some of which correspond to typical AS patterns such as

alternative donor and acceptor splice sites, cassette, mutually exclusive exons, terminal

exons with alternative polyadenylation sites, and retained intron [28]. With our system,
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these typical patterns are represented by relatively short bit arrays, as shown in Figure

4.2a. Note that bit arrays encoding an AS type are flanked by (1, 1) at both ends,

whereas those encoding variants with different transcriptional initiation and termination

sites have (0, 0) at the left and right ends, respectively. In fact, the terminal (0, 0)

column is dispensable for the unique identification of distinct types because its

immediate neighbor cannot be (1, 1) and hence never denotes an AS type. A pair of bit

arrays flanked by (0, 0) at both ends without any (1, 1) in between correspond to nested

genes and are not counted as an ASTI type.

For better human recognition, we convert a bit series into the corresponding

decimal number (Figure 4.1-IV), in which the smaller number is the first component

and the larger one is the second component of the two-dimensional integer vector. In

this conversion, we omit the terminal (0, 0) columns without loss of information, as

noted above. Each decimal representation is specific to each ASTI type. For instance,

the aforementioned typical patterns, i.e., alternative donor and acceptor splice sites,

cassette, mutually exclusive exons, two patterns of terminal exons with alternative

polyadenylation sites, and retained intron, are represented by (9, 13), (9, 11), (17, 21),

(69, 81), (17, 20), (9, 12) and (5, 7), respectively (Figure 4.2a). In a computer program,

we can use a hash function or an associative array to compactly deal with such an

extendable set of multi-component variables. This description system can uniquely and

compactly encode not only typical patterns but also any rare patterns that are usually

collectively assigned to “others” (Figure 4.2b).

ATI sites are usually regulated by different promoters of a gene, and the

molecular mechanisms of transcriptional initiation are quite different from those of

splicing [1]. On the other hand, transcriptional termination is tightly coupled with the

upstream splicing patterns. Hence, we consider variations in transcriptional initiation

separately from the other variations in the analyses described below, although a

common classification system is used in both cases (Figure 4.2c).

4.1.2 Conversion of mapping data into bit arrays

The primary information obtained by mapping cDNA sequences onto genomic sequence

is the coordinates (positions) of exon boundaries. Base-wise conversion of this
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information into bit arrays, as suggested above, is obviously inefficient. Thus, we

developed a simple algorithm similar to that used in merge sort to combine two or more

already sorted arrays into a single array. We treat a set of isoforms pair-wise or

collectively. In either case, the boundary coordinates are processed from left to right

with a set of switches that indicate exonic status. In the collective procedure, a priority

queue is used to indicate the exon boundary to be processed next (Figure 3.1). This

procedure converts the boundary coordinates into the compressed form of bit arrays in

O(KNlog(N)), where N and K denote the number of isoforms and the average number of

boundaries per isoform, respectively. Regions delineated by exonic regions common to

all isoforms are treated separately. Rows with the same bit series within such a region

are merged to eliminate redundant computations involved in the all-by-all comparisons

for the detection of ASTI units. Thus, although the overall computational complexity is

O(KN2), practical computational time may be considerably shortened when ASTI units

are sparsely distributed. Our implementation of this algorithm contributed to a 6.6-fold

reduction in execution time compared to the original implementation by round robin

comparisons of splice variants.

4.2 In silico mapping of mRNA sequences onto genomic sequences

The ASTI variants of six organisms, human (Homo sapiens), mouse (Mus musculus),

fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster), nematode (Caenorhabditis elegans), cress

(Arabidopsis thaliana), and rice (Oryza sativa), were obtained in two steps: collection

of transcriptional isoforms and their classification according to ASTI patterns. The

classified categories are referred to as the ASTI types. For the five organisms other than

rice, cDNA sequences were obtained from UniGene database. For the UniGene cDNAs,

we chose those sequences that presumably code for mature protein CDSs according to

the annotation. For rice, a full-length 32k cDNA clone set and information of CDSs

were obtained from the Laboratory of Gene Expression, Department of Molecular

Genetics, National Institute of Agrobiological Sciences [69]

(ftp://cdna01.dna.affrc.go.jp/pub/data/CURRENT). For comprehensible detection of

ASTI events, it is obviously disadvantageous not to use a full spectrum of transcripts

including ESTs. However, we decided to use only full-length cDNA sequences because
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they provide accurate and reliable information about the structure and function of genes

as discussed in Seki et al. [70].!The genomic sequences of H. sapiens, M. musculus, D.

melanogaster, and A. thaliana were obtained from NCBI

(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/). The genomic sequences of C. elegans and the draft

contigs of O. sativa were obtained from Sanger Center (ftp://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/) and

TIGR Institute

(ftp://ftp.tigr.org/pub/data/Eukaryotic_Projects/o_sativa/annotaion_dbs/pseudomolecule

s/version_3.0/), respectively.

The cDNA sequences were first mapped onto completed or draft genomic

sequences by “MEGABLAST” (ver. 2.2.1) [71]. Table 4.1 shows the data sets used in

the present analyses. Hit sequences (>96% identity) were re-computed for consistent

alignment with our “ALN” program, which uses a dynamic programming algorithm for

spliced alignment [72, 73]. ALN aligned genomic DNA sequences against cDNA

sequences allowing for long gaps, taking both nucleotide matches and splicing signals

into account. After the initial alignment, the cDNAs were discarded if the aligned

regions were less than 85% of their total length or if the average nucleotide identities

were less than 97% of the aligned regions. To proceed further from the alignment, we

adopted a relatively conservative view as follows. (i) A potential intron must be longer

than 30 bp. (ii) Its terminal dinucleotides must be GT..AG, GC..AG or AT..AC. (iii)

Each matched region flanking a putative intron must be at least 25 bp long, and at most

one mismatch or single-base indel is allowed in a total of 50 bp boundary region. A

transcript containing a potential intron(s) that violated one of the above conditions was

excluded from the present analyses.
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5 RESULTS
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5.1 Genes that undergo AS and ATI

The mapping results are summarized in Table 4.1. The percentages of genes that were

found to undergo AS (100 x the number of loci that generate AS variants/the total

number of successfully mapped loci) varied from 32.1% in human and 23.0% in mouse

to 18.6% in fruit fly, 14.1% in cress, 8.1% in rice, and 4.9% in worm. Thus, human and

mouse exhibited apparently larger numbers of AS genes and their transcriptional

variants than the other organisms. However, it has been argued that the estimated

frequency of genes with AS patterns should increase with the number of cDNA

samplings [31]. Thus, we conducted a simulation study in which fixed numbers (say

10,000, 20,000…) of cDNA clones were randomly chosen and only the loci that

associated with the chosen clones were counted. The results indicated that the fractions

of AS genes of mapped loci in human, mouse and fruit fly were 2~2.5 times as large as

those in worm, cress and rice (Fig. 5.1). This tendency was observed over the available

range of 10,000 to 50,000 chosen clones, suggesting the association of the number of

AS events with biological complexity [74]. Interestingly, the number of AS variants per

locus (the number of distinct AS variants divided by the number of loci that generate AS

variants) was surprisingly uniform in all the six species, ranging between 2.5 in human

and 2.1 in rice.

As for ATI, the percentages of relevant genes (100 x the number of loci that

generate ATI variants/the total number of successfully mapped loci) varied from 16.1%

in human to 1.9% in rice. As most worm cDNA sequences lack 5’ UTR (see next

subsection), its ATI patterns were omitted from the present analyses. The percentage of

ATI loci in human is in good agreement with a manually validated report [1]. In the case

of mouse, the percentage was 10.1%, which is in good agreement with the value of 9%

reported by Zavolan et al. [67]. In mammals, the fractions of ATI genes were

approximately half those of AS genes, whereas in plants, they were approximately one-

quarter of the AS gene fractions. Insights into this difference require more detailed

sequence analysis because alternatively promoted genes in plants are not well

documented. The numbers of ATI variants per locus were similar to those of AS variants

in all the six species, ranging between 2.3 in fruit fly and 2.0 in rice.
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5.2 Distributions of AS types in six species

The AS patterns are conventionally classified into seven representative types:

alternative donor splice site, alternative acceptor splice site, cassette (exon skipping or

cryptic exon), mutually exclusive exon, two types of terminal exon with alternative

polyadenylation sites, and retained intron [28]. Although our scheme classified minor

types impartially and equally as these representative types, atypical types were analyzed

separately from these representative types for ease of understanding.

Figure 5.2 summarizes the results of classification of the AS patterns for the six

eukaryotes studied. At first glance, two points are notable. First, the general features

observed in human genes are not necessarily conserved in the other organisms. Second,

the overall representations of the AS types of evolutionarily close species, i.e., human

and mouse or cress and rice, are similar to each other. Recent genome-wide studies on

AS transcripts in mammals have consistently shown that the cassette type has the

highest frequency [3, 21, 31, 64, 65, 75]. Our results for human and mouse coincided

with those already reported. The cassette type represents 28.8 and 25.3% of the human

and mouse AS patterns observed, respectively. On the other hand, the cassette type

showed a decrease in the other species, ranging from 20.3% in C. elegans, 13.6% in D.

melanogaster, 8.8% in A. thaliana, and 3.4% in O. sativa (purple circles in Fig. 5.2). In

contrast, fractions of the retained intron were increased in all the species except C.

elegans (from 30.8% to 55.0%; orange circles in Fig. 5.2).

One feature commonly observed in all the species examined is the difference in

relative abundance of the two types of alternative polyadenylation sites: one is the type

generated by a permeable donor site leading to the last exon (alternative

polyadenylation site 1 in Fig. 5.2), and the other is the alternative acceptor site

constituting the last exon (alternative polyadenylation site 2 in Fig. 5.2). The former

was consistently much more abundant than the latter, presumably because a simpler

process generates more products. Consistent with this idea, mutually exclusive exon, the

most complex pattern, was the rarest among all the typical AS types in all the species

examined.

Quite notable is that C. elegans has an AS type distribution that differs from those

of the other species. However, the results of C. elegans should be interpreted with
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caution. Probably because a considerable fraction of the mRNAs of C. elegans are

generated by the trans-splicing mechanism [76], most of its “full-length” cDNA

sequences from UniGene start from “ATG” and lack the 5’ UTR sequences. When we

verified the locations of the AS units classified in the five typical AS types except

alternative polyadenylation, we became aware that 81.7 to 99.0% of the AS units

classified in the respective types were located in the CDSs completely (Table 5.1). This

fact may cause some bias in the quantification of its AS types. Indeed, the number of

alternative polyadenylation sites seems to be overestimated in C. elegans.

5.3 Influence of AS on coding capacity in mammalian genes

For a CDS, it is important to know whether AS affects its downstream reading frame.

Hence, we examined the difference in exon length in each AS unit in terms of its effects

on the coding capacity. Variable transcriptional initiation or termination was not

considered because their impact on coding capacity was indeterminable.

Table 5.1 shows the classification of the five common AS types according to their

location within the transcripts. The overall features for human and mouse (upper two

panels) are quite similar to each other. Approximately 30-40% of the alternative donor

sites were found in the 5’ UTRs, whereas the fractions of the other types except the

retained introns within the 5’ UTR were around 10%. These numbers are much less than

those reported by Mironov et al. [18]. If we disregard this high proportion of alternative

donor sites in the 5’ UTRs, only the retained introns would have features distinct from

the other types; namely, only 12-14% of the AS units of the retained-intron type are

located within the CDSs, whereas more than 65% of the AS units of the other types are

within the CDSs. If the AS units located at the boundaries of the CDSs were also

included, more than 80% of the AS units other than the retained introns would

contribute to the diversification of the protein sequences. The observed fractions of AS

units within the CDSs are significantly greater than those estimated from the random

distribution of AS units within transcripts, as the average proportions of CDSs in human

and mouse mRNAs in our data set are 59.6% and 59.3%, respectively. Our finding that

most AS units affect CDSs is consistent with the recent observations in human [65] and

mouse [31].
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When the difference in length of the alternative exons in each AS unit ("e) was

examined, the cassette-type exons were found to be significantly more enriched with the

0/3-type than the general internal exons (p < 10-36 with #2-val = 162, df = 1), which are

known to be significantly biased for the 0/3-type [77] (Fig. 5.3). [We refer to an AS unit

as the r/3-type (r = 0, 1 or 2) when the remainder of the division of "e by three is r.]

When only AS units embedded within the CDSs were considered, the fraction of the

0/3-type was further increased from 52.8 to 60.2% in human (from 57.1 to 63.7% in

mouse). The same trend was observed for all AS types, most prominently for mutually

exclusive exons.

The length distribution of the retained introns was much broader than that of the

general internal exons (data not shown) and the mammalian retained introns were not

enriched with the 0/3-type. In fact, the fraction of the 0/3-type of the retained introns

was significantly less than that of the general internal exons of human genes (p < 10-4

with #2-val = 18.3, df = 1). This observation, together with the distinct distribution of

AS sites within transcripts (Fig. 5.3), strongly indicates that the mechanical and

functional properties of the retained introns in mammals are quite different from those

of the other AS types.

5.4 Influence of AS on coding capacity in plants and lower animals

Most of the above-mentioned features, i.e., (1) high proportion of alternative donor sites

in the 5’ UTRs, (2) preferred location of the AS units in the CDSs, (3) tendency of

difference in length of the AS exons divided by three, (4) enhancement of this tendency

for the AS units within the CDSs, and (5) unique characteristics of the retained introns,

are also preserved in the other four species. However, the second feature is not apparent

except for the cassette exons in Arabidopsis. For Drosophila, by far the most frequent

location of the retained introns is the 5’ UTR (Table 5.1). The 5’ UTR is also the most

frequent location of the alternative donor sites. The number of variants whose first and

second AS units are located on the 5’ UTR is 877, which is more than 35% of the total

AS units of 3226. For all the species examined except C. elegans, which lacks virtually

the entire 5’ UTR, the 5’ UTR is preferred to the 3’ UTR as the location of all the AS

types except the retained intron. For all the species except Drosophila, on the other hand,
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the retained introns are found more frequently in the 3’ UTRs than in the 5’ UTRs. Thus,

the retained intron again shows a unique characteristic distinct from the other AS types,

suggesting its unique functional roles and generating mechanisms.

The retained intron is the most abundant AS type in fruit fly, cress and rice (Fig.

5.2). Formerly, some AS units classified as retained introns were suspected to be pseudo

splicing units generated by such artificial events as alignment of pre-mature cDNAs or

contamination of cDNA libraries with genomic DNAs. For plants, however, the retained

introns were shown to be a prominent feature of the AS. Ner-Gaon et al. [78] recently

confirmed by RT-PCR that at least 75% of the sampled intron-retention candidates in

Arabidopsis (18 of 24 samples) were actually found in transcripts, and that the retained

introns were prominent in photosynthesis, stress response and stimulus response. Their

results coincide with our observation (Fig. 5.2) and together indicate that the retained

introns are abundant in plants and lower animals. It is also noteworthy that the lengths

of the retained introns of these species tend to be in multiples of three significantly

more frequently than those observed in mammals.

5.5 AS patterns classified as “others”

The AS transcripts classified as “others” in Figure 5.2 consist of complex patterns such

as multi-exon insertion or a combination of seven representative AS types. The number

of AS patterns classified as “others” is the highest in human (117) and the lowest in rice

(17), presumably reflecting the complexity of biological systems and evolutionary

relationships.

Figure 5.4 shows the five most abundant “others” types in the six eukaryotes. As

in Fig. 5.2, the overall representation of the AS types in evolutionarily close species is

similar to each other. The high ranking types tend to be more complicated for relatively

complex organisms, i.e., human and mouse. For example, the two-exon insertion is the

most abundant type in both human and mouse (33.5 and 33.5%, respectively), and the

three-exon insertion is the second most abundant in human and the third most abundant

in mouse (9.7 and 6.4%, respectively). On the other hand, such multiple-exon insertions,

similar to the cassette type, decrease their share in the rest of the species. In fact, the

three-exon insertion is quite rare in fruit fly and plants: the numbers of three-exon
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insertions are 10 (1.6% of “others,” 0.3% of total), 3 (1.9% of “others,” 0.1% of total),

and 2 (0.5% of “others,” 0.1% of total), respectively. Details on the statistics of the AS

types including “others” are available through our Web site (ASTRA database) at

http://alterna.cbrc.jp .

5.6 Distribution of ATI patterns in six species

Figure 5.5 shows the five most abundant ATI types for the five eukaryotes. The results

of C. elegans are omitted for the reasons described above. The general tendency is in

parallel to that for the AS types; evolutionarily close species use similar ATI types of

similar fractions, whereas the overall features of the relative frequencies are variable

among remote species although more conservative than those observed in the AS types.

The most abundant type in human, mouse and fruit fly is the pattern that the first exon is

located inside the other variant’s intron (purple circles in Fig. 5.5). The second most

abundant type in those species is the upstream extension of the first exon from the

consensus exon part (orange circles in Fig. 5.5). In plants, the order of these two types is

reversed, and they account for more than 95% of all the ATI units. It is noteworthy that

more complex patterns including exon skipping event(s) are more abundant in the three

animals. The fifth most abundant type in rice represents a transcription start point

immediately downstream of the acceptor site of the other transcript. Although a few ATI

units showing this pattern were detected in four species (1 in H. sapiens, 2 in A.

thaliana and 3 each in D. melanogaster and O. sativa), the significance of these

observations remains to be confirmed.

5.7 ASTRA, a visual database of ASTI patterns

The data mentioned above about the ASTI units for the six organisms (H. sapiens, M.

musculus, D. melanogaster, C. elegans, A. thaliana, and O. sativa) were stored in a

database named ASTRA (Alternative Splicing and TRanscription Archives). The ASTI

units were pre-computed from full-length cDNA sequences in the UniGene Database

and from genomic sequences at NCBI, Sanger Center, and TIGR Institute. All data can

be searched by their ASTI types, gene names, GO terms, GenBank accession numbers,

UniGene IDs, OMIM IDs, and some properties of AS such as association with NMD
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[45] and NAGNAG [31, 32, 37] (Fig. 5.6). On the front page, ASTRA also reports some

statistical features characteristic to each species, such as the fractional representations of

ASTI types.

ASTI units represent the most elementary localized information about ASTI.

However, when a single gene undergoes widely different ASTI events, their underlying

mechanisms might be better understood with a graphical display of the ASTI patterns

whose alignment order can be customized depending on user’s personal purposes. To

satisfy this requirement, we designed the graphical interface of ASTRA. The system

consists of two components: (1) an SQL-based database engine to provide visual

classification of ASTI patterns and (2) an interactive Java-based browser to rearrange

ASTI patterns on the client side at the user’s command.

The browser is launched when a user chooses a specific UniGene locus in the

database. The browser supports zoom in/out of the overview of the chosen locus. By

double-clicking the exon and intron boxes, the user can retrieve DNA sequences and the

amino acid translations of the chosen splicing variant. Since the order of the splicing

diagram can be rearranged, the user can focus only on the splicing patterns of interest.
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6 DISCUSSION
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6.1 Standardization of classification system

Several research groups have reported the large-scale detection of AS [3, 21, 64, 65, 66,

67, 75]. The classification of observed events according to their patterns should precede

detailed studies of the functional implication and mechanisms of AS [79] and ATI.

However, different research groups have adopted different categories for the

classification [17, 21, 28, 65, 80, 81]. Variants of transcriptional initiation were included

in the categories of Kan et al. [21] and Zavolan et al. [31]; only terminal variations were

included in the original category of Breitbart et al. [28]; or both were excluded from the

categories of Huang et al. [80] and Modrek et al. [65]. This anarchic situation impedes

the direct comparison of independent observations and brings about unnecessary

confusion. We consider two factors responsible for this confusion. First, there is no

established notion of the “unit” of ASTI. Second, there are no good procedures to

consider multiple transcripts at a time. Our proposed notation realizes a systematic and

objective description of ASTI patterns based only on sequences, and renders their

automatic classification feasible.

6.2 Diversity in ASTI patterns in human transcripts

We found as many as 124 distinct types of elementary AS patterns in human mRNAs.

This striking diversity was revealed for the first time by the automatic classification

system we have developed. A vast majority of these divergent types are considered

genuine for three reasons. First, the transcripts we used are full-length or nearly full-

length mRNAs as annotated in the UniGene database. This subset of UniGene entries of

high quality may effectively prevent various troubles associated with ESTs and other

imperfect sequences. Second, we adopted stringent criteria for the identification of

cognate transcripts to obtain a relatively conservative view. Finally, of the 124 AS types,

68 (58%) were represented by more than one independent AS unit. Moreover, 17,883 of

20,330 (88.0%) intron-flanking boundary pairs that comprise the 9,498 AS units were

supported by multiple mRNA or EST sequences when we searched the 50-bp-long

boundary sequences against the entire UniGene entries by BLASTN [82]. These

observations indicate that experimental error or mistakes in data processing are not

likely to account for the observed diversity in AS patterns.
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6.3 AS types classified as “others”

Atypical AS types are observed in all the six species examined, and are most popular in

human with respect to both number and kind, as described in the previous section.

Recently, Sharov et al. [29] also confirmed 23 distinct ASTI types in mouse transcripts

detected by a method based on our preliminary proposal [83]. Thus, atypical ASTI

events are not exceptional but rather common phenomena observed widely in

eukaryotes. Our observation that approximately 16% of AS units found in human

mRNAs belong to “others” suggests their significant contribution to the multi-

functionality of many genes. Because these atypical AS patterns produce structural

variations that are generally more complicated than common patterns, they may have a

greater impact on the diversification of products generated from a single gene. Then,

what is the biological significance of atypical AS types? Here we introduce a few

interesting examples.

Monarch-1 (NBD-LRR/NACHT/PYPAF) gene on human chromosome 19 is

genetically linked to immunological disorders [84]. A cDNA clone, Hs#S4623591

(accession no.: AY116294), derived from Monarch-1 gene has three leucine-rich repeat

domains encoded in the 7th to 9th exons inside the CDS region (Fig. 6.1a). By

comparison with the transcript Hs#S4623588 (accession no.: AY116207), our algorithm

detected a rare type of AS denoted as (100000001, 101010101). The lengths of all the

exons are 171 bp, causing no frame shift. The Etandem program included in EMBOSS

package 2.9.0 diagnosed that those exons are tandem repeats, although the mutual

similarities are weak, ranging from 61 to 67% identities at the nucleotide sequence level,

and from 62 to 74% identities at the translated amino acid sequence level (Fig. 6.1b).

AS variants that lack one or two of the tandem repeat exons were also found (Fig. 5.1a).

Hence, in addition to the above-mentioned AS type with three exon insertions, there

exist one (100000101, 101010001), three (1000001, 1010101), one (1010001, 1000101),

and four (10001, 10101)-type distinct AS units within this genomic region. Each tandem

repeat exon encodes a single domain called ribonuclease-inhibitor (RI)-like leucine-rich

repeat as suggested by CD Search [85] on NCBI online BLASTP search site (Fig. 6.1c).

Although Williams et al. reported that Monarch-1 transcripts encode leucine-rich
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repeats in the AS position [84], they did not refer to the tandem repeats of alternative

exons. Monarch-1 gene is known as a global inducer of MHC-I (major

histocompatibility complex, class I) genes. As the leucine-rich repeat works as a protein

recognition motif, the variation in the number of repeat exons may modulate the

induction levels of MHC-I genes.

An atypical AS unit of (100011, 101001) type was found in human interleukin 28

receptor alpha (IL-28RA) gene. There is another isoform that lacks both internal exonic

regions of these variants, and hence (10001, 10101)-type and (1001, 1011)-type AS

units are also present in this region. The middle exon of the former encodes a

transmembrane domain, and the extra exonic region in the latter encodes an intracellular

domain [86].

A similar situation was observed in human Wilim’s tumor 1 (WT1) gene, where

an atypical AS unit of (100001, 110101) type is associated with one (1101, 1001)-type

and one (10001, 10101)-type AS unit. The internal AS exon encodes 17 amino acids

that supposedly modify the transcriptional regulatory property of WT1 [87].

In all the cases of Monarch-1, IL-28RA and WT1 genes, each tally comprising an

atypical AS unit (each splice variant of the gene) is also involved in typical AS units,

such as cassette and alternative donor/acceptor sites, if a third isoform is used as the

counterpart (Fig. 6.2). Thanaraj et al. reported complex AS events caused by their

flanking exons’ extension or truncation [30]. Of the 912 atypical internal AS units we

found, 400 are isolated ones whereas 512 share the same genomic region with some

other typical/atypical AS units. If we also take atypical alternative transcriptional

terminations into account, 446 units are isolated ones whereas 586 units are associated

with some other AS units. Thus, more than 55% of the genomic regions corresponding

to atypical AS units are associated with other typical/atypical AS units as well. In this

sense, a majority of atypical AS units may be viewed as composite products of simpler

AS events, often observed at “hot spots” of AS events (Fig. 6.2).

6.4 Gene duplication vs. ASTI

In chapter 5.1, we have shown that the fractions of genes that undergo ASTI vary

considerably among species, and also indicated that plant and lower animal (nematode)
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genes are less likely involved in ASTI phenomena than higher animal (human, mouse,

and fruit fly) genes. Then, how did these species acquire functional diversity to respond

to environmental variations? The answer to this question seems to exist in the recently

reported genome sequences of plants such as cress and rice. In this subsection, we will

discuss alternative strategies of plants and higher animals for the enhancement of

functional diversity from a limited number of primordial genes.

6.4.1 Gene diversification due to gene duplication

Gene duplication often generates gene families in an organism to enhance functional

diversity. A well-known example is the human globin family that is composed of several

members (including pseudo genes) with different expression properties depending on

the developmental stage [88].

Analysis of the Arabidopsis genome revealed 1,528 tandem arrays containing

4,140 individual genes, the largest cluster of which consists of 23 adjacent members. It

is estimated that 17% of all Arabidopsis genes are arranged in tandem arrays, while

35% of the predicted Arabidopsis proteins are unique in their genome [89]. The

proportion of proteins belonging to families of more than five members is 37.4% in

Arabidopsis. Similar to Arabidopsis, rice genome also contains 14% of tandemly

duplicated genes [90]. A family of genes encoding glycine-rich protein with 27 copies

and one that encodes TRAF/BTB domain protein with 48 copies were found by manual

curation from rice [91].

Extensive gene duplications are also observed in C. elegans. Although the

fraction of duplicated genes in C. elegans is not as large as that in Arabidopsis genome,

only 55.2% of all the genes are unique, and the proportion of proteins belonging to

families of more than five members is 24.0%. In addition, 402 duplicated clusters were

detected in C. elegans genome [92]. On the other hand, in Drosophila that generates

ASTI genes at a significantly higher rate than that in plants or nematode, gene

duplication seems to occur at a much lower rate; it has been reported that 72.5% genes

are unique and the proportion of proteins belonging to families of more than five

members is only 12.1% [89].

In mammalian genomes, similarly to C. elegans and plant genomes, some large
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clusters such as variable regions of immunoglobulin and T cell receptor and V1R

vomeronasal olfactory receptor genes [93] are present. Are there any differences among

organisms in some properties of gene duplication, similar to those observed for ASTI?

Transcription factor families are known to be members of multigene families. Shiu et al.

[94] reported that those families have much higher expansion rates in higher plants such

as rice and cress than in animals such as human, fruit fly and nematode. Because new

proteins are largely produced by gene duplication, Vogel and Chothia [95] examined the

correlation between the expansion of the domain superfamily and the complexity of 38

eukaryotes, where they adopted the number of different cell types as a measure of the

complexity of an organism. As a result, they found a strong correlation between the

sizes of 194 superfamilies and the complexity of the organism, although half of the

1219 superfamilies they investigated showed no significant correlation. They also

recognized three large clusters of correlated expansions, two of which represent

specificities to either vertebrates or plants. The above reports suggest that expanding

gene superfamilies are considerably different among species across the evolution,

especially between vertebrates and plants.

6.4.2 Rice class III chitinase family: An example with paralogues scattered over plant

genome

Besides tandemly duplicated genes, some families such as class III chitinase are

composed of paralogues that are scattered over the rice genome. Chitinase (EC 3.2.1.14),

which hydrolyzes poly-beta-1,4-N-acetyl glucosamine (chitin), is commonly found in

prokaryotes, yeasts and higher plants. In plants, chitinase is thought to act as one of the

defenses against invading fungi that have cell walls made of chitin, and is induced by

plant hormone and abiotic factors such as heavy metals [96]. Plant chitinases are

classified into seven classes [97]. Class III chitinase has no significant sequence

similarity to other types of plant chitinase, but has a region with weak similarity to

prokaryote chitinases. It has been identified in cucumber, Arabidopsis [98], tobacco [99]

and chick pea [100].

We isolated seven kinds of cDNA clones putatively identified as encoding class

III chitinases from cDNA libraries constructed from dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-
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D)- and benzyl adenine (BA)-treated rice callus. Those clones are named C10501,

C10728, C00481, C10122, C10150, C10701, and C10923 (accession nos.: D55711,

D55713, D55708, D55709, D55710, D55712 and D55714, respectively) (Fig. 6.3).

Figure 6.4 shows the alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences of rice class

III chitinases alongside those of other plant class III chitinases. Plant class III chitinases

have six conserved cysteine residues that are considered to play an important role in

establishing and maintaining the three-dimensional structures of these proteins. The six

cysteine residues are also conserved in rice class III chitinases encoded in C10501 and

C10728 at exactly the same positions. On the other hand, proteins encoded in C10122,

C10701, and C10923 contain only four cysteine residues. The remaining two clones,

C00481 and C10150, also lack two of the conserved cysteine residues but have one

cysteine residue at a different position. The glutamic acid at the 170th position in the

alignment (Fig. 6.4) is considered to be essential for chitinase activity. Putative proteins

encoded in C10501 and C10728 have glutamic acid at this position and are thought to

be true homologues of class III chitinase. The proteins encoded in the other five cDNAs,

which lack the two cysteine residues typical of class III chitinases as described above,

include an aspartic acid residue at the usual glutamic acid position within their plausible

active sites. This indicates a possible mutation from glutamic acid to aspartic acid at the

active site. This kind of mutation has been reported in Bacillus circulans WL-12

chitinase A1 and induced a 17,000-fold decrease in Km [101].

Thus, it is unknown whether the rice class III chitinase homologues in which

aspartic acid substitutes for active glutamic acid really have chitinase activities. The

differences in position and type of key amino acid residues raise the question of whether

these five rice cDNAs are the exact homologues of class III chitinases. The overall

sequence homology of these five rice class III chitinase homologues to the most similar

class III chitinase is around 40%. The proteins encoded in the other two cDNAs, which

are thought to be true homologues to class III chitinases, show higher similarity: 68%

for the putative protein of C10501 to rubber chitinase and 61.0% for the putative protein

of C10728 to chick pea chitinase. The differences between true homologues and

relatives of rice class III chitinases might be explained by the concept of superfamily

proteins. One well-known example of superfamily proteins is the antitrypsin family
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[102]. The amino acid sequences of proteins within a superfamily are similar despite

different functions. In the case of the rice cDNAs described here, two of the seven

clones encode true homologues of class III chitinases. The other five cDNA clones

however, may correspond to members of a superfamily of class III chitinase proteins.

By mapping the 3’ UTR sequences of these clones onto the rice linkage map, we

found that class III chitinase homologues are scattered over the rice genome (Fig. 6.5).

Other examples of paralogous genes that are scattered over the rice genome are the

MADS box family, which is involved in flower development [103], and the Zinc finger

protein family including CONSTANS, the orthologues of which are known to control

flowering in Arabidopsis [104].

6.4.3 Relationship between ASTI and gene duplication: alternative methods for

production of gene diversity

AS and gene duplication are distinct evolutionary mechanisms that provide the host

organism with raw materials for new biological function. Kopelman et al. [25] have

reported an inverse relationship between the size of a gene’s family and its use of

alternatively spliced isoforms in human, mouse, puffer fish, fruit fly and yeast. They

described that the inverse relationship between gene duplication and AS was

independent of family-size binning, number of exons per gene and expressed-sequence

tag coverage.

We used full-length cDNA data sets from six eukaryotes to identify the structural

conformation of respective splice variants. Our estimations of ASTI genes described in

Subsection 5.1 were based on the assumption that these cDNA clones were isolated

from a random pool. In reality, however, some cDNA clone libraries were constructed

after an artificial normalization process that facilitated faster coverage of entire genes

with decreased redundancy [104]. On the other hand, the normalization makes it

difficult to detect all the hidden internal AS forms and to correctly estimate the number

of ASTI genes. The bias may differ among organisms and may influence the estimation

of ASTI genes to various degrees. Nevertheless, the differences in the fractions of ASTI

genes observed among the six species would be significant.

Considering our observations that the fractions of ASTI genes in C. elegans and
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plants are less than half of those in human, mouse and fruit fly, as well as the reported

numbers of gene duplications in plant genomes [88, 89, 93, 94], we propose the

hypothesis that the smaller numbers of ASTI genes in plants compared with those in

more complex organisms might be compensated for by more frequent gene duplications.

The hypothesis is consistent with the observations of Kopelman et al. [25] as mentioned

above.

6.5 Utility of ASTRA for analysis of complex ASTI patterns

The primary task of ASTRA database is to store ASTI units detected in various

organisms and to provide a user-friendly graphic interface for the retrieval of these data

together with related information such as the relevant genomic sequence. In addition,

one important function of ASTRA is to provide the user with an interactive tool for the

analysis of complex ASTI patterns.

As discussed above, some genomic regions can be regarded as ASTI hot spots

within which various splicing variations are observed (e.g., Figure 6.2). Because our

algorithm for detecting ASTI units is based on the pair-wise comparison of isoforms, it

is not convenient to grasp an overall ASTI pattern represented by many isoforms. The

visual interface of ASTRA can compensate for the limitation of pair-wise analyses. For

example, the pair-wise analysis detects ten AS units in the genomic region shown in

Figure 4a, while their mutual relationships are easily recognized by the graphical

representation. The flexible user interface of ASTRA (e.g., easy access to

nucleotide/amino acid sequences, and rearrangement of the order of the aligned splice

variants) would help researchers gain new hints from their investigations.

Another function of ASTRA is to present species-specific statistical properties,

such as fractional representations of various ASTI types. Because ASTI is a mechanism

that enhances transcriptome complexity of an organism with a limited number of genes,

the complexity in ASTI is expected to be correlated with the functional and structural

complexity of the organism, as shown in Section 4. We are in the process of adding

more information to ASTRA to deepen our understanding of species specificity of ASTI

mechanisms.
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6.6 Applications and future directions

In this thesis, I have presented a new computational algorithm for the automatic

detection and classification of ASTI patterns, and its application to the analysis of

species-specific characteristics of ASTI phenomena in six eukaryotes. Through the

analyses, it has become clear that ASTI events play a vital role in the structural and

functional diversification of gene products to variable extents depending on the

complexity of the host organism. However, we are only starting to understand the

extremely complex mechanisms and the profound biological influence of ASTI. There

are many hidden facts to be discovered in the near future. Some of the problems that

need to be tackled immediately are discussed below.

(1) Since an AS hot spot can generate various transcripts, it is expected to contribute

significantly to the functional diversity of a gene. It is highly likely that regulatory

cis elements are concentrated around such an AS hot spot, and hence it is a good

target for the discovery of specific consensus motifs or some other common features

responsible for AS variation.

(2) In the present investigation, we have concentrated our attention to the classification

of ASTI types without examining the expression levels of individual variants.

Obviously, however, ASTI phenomena are tightly coupled with tissue-specific or

stage-specific expression levels of the variants. Thus, it is important to investigate

ASTI classification in relation to their expression patterns. We are planning to

incorporate EST information for the analysis of ASTI transcript expression.

(3) In relation to the above problem, one important next direction is to analyze the

potential cooperation between AS and ATI from the viewpoint of ASTI

classification. As our algorithm detects not only AS units but also ATI units in the

same framework, we are ready to perform such studies with CAGE and other

resources now available for promoter analysis.

(4) Another emerging problem in relation to alternative transcription is cooperation

between micro RNAs (miRNAs) and alternative polyadenylation sites. MiRNAs are

21-25-nucleotide-long RNAs expressed in a wide variety of organisms ranging from

plants to worms and mammals. Some miRNAs such as C. elegans lin-4 inhibit

protein synthesis by binding incomplete complementary sequences at multiple
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locations in the 3' UTRs of specific mRNAs [105]. As the target sites for miRNAs

on 3' UTRs are altered by 3' terminal AS events, the lifetime of each AS variant is

supposed to be drastically changed. The third and fourth items would follow the

expression analysis of ASTI variants described in the second item.

(5) Genome sequencing and cDNA sequencing projects have been carried out in many

species. Thus, we are currently planning to extend our analysis of ASTI patterns to a

wider range of eukaryotes including chicken, Xenopus, and zebrafish as

representatives of bird, amphibian, and fish, respectively, and also various fungi and

protists. By increasing the number of species, we can enlarge the samples used for

comparative analysis of ASTI patterns among organisms. As a result, the difference

in ASTI mechanisms among species will be understood more completely. In

particular, it is urgent to study the relationships among the extent of gene

duplication, the quality and quantity of ASTI, and the complexity of the organisms.

In order to cope with the increasing amount of data obtained from various sources,

we are also planning to improve our computer system for (semi)-automatic update

of the ASTRA database.

(6) One important area of ASTI studies is the application to medical sciences. It is now

well known that ASTI, especially AS, is deeply involved in diseases such as cancer

and neurological diseases. ASTI is investigated not only as a diagnostic resource but

also as a target of therapeutic treatment, e.g., interference of pathogenic AS variants

by antisense oligonucleotides. Such methods have been tried to control the

expression levels of AS variants related to genetic disease such as Duchenne

muscular dystrophy (DMD) [106] and Bcl-x [107] genes. We want to incorporate

such disease-related information into a future version of ASTRA database. We hope

that accumulating knowledge and improvement in analytical methods of alternative

transcripts will eventually contribute to the advancement of human welfare.
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Figure 3.1. Outline of generation of ASTI transcripts. (1) An example of exon-intron

structure in eukaryote. (2) Two mRNA precursors having different transcriptional initial

sites. (3) Splicing of different exons. (4) Generation of one pair of splice variants.
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Figure 3.2. Representation of typical AS types proposed by Breitbart et al. [28]. Those

were composed in the minimal scale of pair-wise exon-intron structures. A black or gray

box indicates an alternative exon or exon part, whereas a white box indicates a

constitutive exon or exon part. The upright and inverted V-shaped lines indicate the

linkage of exons. (a) Cassette type (exon skipping); (b) retained intron, which is

indicated by a thick line; (c) alternative donor; (d) alternative acceptor; two kinds of

alternative polyadenylation (A) sites (e) and (f); and (g) mutually exclusive.
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Figure 3.3. Alternative splicing at NAGNAG acceptors (summarized from Hiller et al.

[32]). (a) Proposed nomenclature for NAGNAG acceptors and transcripts. E, 3’ half of

the NAGNAG motif becomes part of the exon; I, the NAGNAG motif is completely

retained in the intron. (b) Protein variability caused by alternative splicing at tandem

acceptors according to intron phases 0, 1 and 2. I, single–amino acid indels; II,

exchange of a single amino acid and an unrelated dipeptide; III, indel of a termination

codon. Exonic nucleotides are shown in uppercase letters and intronic nucleotides, in

lowercase letters. The RefSeq ID is given for annotated transcripts; NA, not annotated

in RefSeq.
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Figure 3.4. Summary of the generation of nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) [43,

44]. Some AS events (exon part insertion or removal, shown by shaded boxes of exon-

intron structures in this figure) generate premature stop codons that cause NMD. (a) The

case that the stop codon is on the last exon. During pre-mRNA processing, introns are

removed and a set of proteins called the exon-junction complex is deposited. This

complex serves to facilitate transport from the nucleus and to remember the gene

structure. During the first pioneering round of translation, while the ribosome move

from upstream onto mRNA, and will displace all exon-junction complexes in its path

until it researches a stop codon. If the termination codon is on or near the final exon, as

is the case for most genes, the ribosome will have displaced all exon-junction

complexes. The mRNA will then undergo multiple rounds of translation. (b) If the

termination codon is sufficiently far upstream of the final intron position, the exon-

junction complexes will remain. Interactions ensue to result in degradation of the

mRNA by NMD.
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Figure 4.1. Outline of the algorithm for the classification of ASTI patterns. The

algorithm first converts each exon–intron structure into a binary (0 or 1) array (I, I’ and

I”). Redundant rows with the same bit series within a delineated region are thinned out

(II). Each pair of non-redundant bit series is compressed again, e.g., two consecutive (0,

0) columns in II are combined into the underlined column (III). Finally, binary series are

converted into decimal numbers to identify an ASTI type by a two-dimensional integer

vector (IV). Solid arrows indicate the regions defined as AS units, whereas broken

arrows indicate those not defined as AS units. In a more efficient procedure actually

used, exon boundaries are processed from left to right in the order determined by a

priority queue. Numbers in circles indicate the order of visits in this example. A flip-

flop switch indicates the exonic status of each isoform.
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Figure 4.2. Examples of ASTI types detected in human transcripts. (a) The seven

representative AS types proposed by Breitbart et al. [28] displayed in the descending

order of abundance in human transcripts. From left to right: the AS type, the binary

representation, the decimal representation, the number of AS units detected and the

relative abundance of the AS type. (b) The 10 most abundant AS types classified as

“others.” (c) The five most abundant ATI types. A black or gray box indicates an

alternative exon or exon part, whereas a white box indicates a constitutive exon or exon

part. A retained intron is indicated by a thick line.

Representation rules followed those in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 5.1. Variation in the fraction of ASTI genes as a function of the restricted number

of randomly chosen cDNA clones. (a) Fraction of AS genes and (b) fraction of ATI

genes. The indicated numbers of cDNA clones were randomly chosen, and the ASTI

pairs and the ASTI loci were detected with the chosen clones alone. The fraction of

ASTI loci shown is the average of ten trials. The standard deviations were smaller than

the size of the symbols. Blue squares, orange circles, purple stars, yellow crosses,

orange diamonds and green triangles indicate the results of human, mouse, fruit fly,

nematode, cress and rice, respectively.
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Figure 5.2. Representations of the seven representative alternative splicing (AS) types

in six eukaryotes. The classified AS units are categorized according to the general

scheme by Breitbart et al. [28], and are arranged in the order of their abundance.

Representative AS types are denoted as a) cassette exon, b) retained intron, c)

alternative polyadenylation site 1 d) alternative acceptor, e) alternative polyadenylation

site 2, f) alternative donor, and g) mutually exclusive exon. The number of categorized

units in each type and its percentile share are shown under each illustrated pattern.
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Figure 5.3. Classification of AS units by difference in length of alternative exons.

Alternative splicing (AS) units are classified according to the difference in length ("e)

of alternative exons: 0/3, "e mod 3 = 0; 1/3, "e mod 3 = 1; and 2/3, "e mod 3 = 2. The

last column indicates the percentage of the 0/3-subtype AS units within each AS type.

(a) The total number of observed AS units. (b) The number of AS units embedded

within the CDS. (c) General internal exons were obtained from a well-curated, non-

redundant human gene collection prepared by M. Mizuno et al. (personal

communication). The classification depends on the exon length itself rather than the

length difference, similar to the cases of cassette and retained intron AS types.
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Figure 5.4. The five most abundant alternative splicing (AS) types classified as

“others.” The types are arranged in the order of their abundance. The number of

categorized units in each type and its percentile share are shown under each illustrated

pattern.
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Figure 5.5. The five most abundant alternative transcriptional initiation (ATI) types. The

number of categorized units in each type and its percentile share are shown under each

illustrated pattern.
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 Figure 5.5
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Figure 5.6. Snapshots of the graphical interface of ASTRA. (1) "Gene Viewer"

representing exon-intron structures defined by genome-cDNA mapping. (2) "Navigation

Window" showing all variants of which those within the yellow-colored area are

presented in the upper frame of the Gene Viewer. (3) "Control Panel" used to scroll and

zoom in/out of Gene Viewer. (4) "Annotation Window" indicating annotation and

sequence of the relevant cDNA. Links to GenBank and Ensembl databases are also

indicated.
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Figure 6.1. Analysis of tandem repeat exons of human Monarch-1 gene. Each exon

encodes a leucine-rich repeat with a conserved sequence motif. (a) Exon-intron

structures of human Monarch-1 gene. Black bars, blue boxes, green boxes and green

boxes with red frame indicate introns, 5’ and 3’ UTRs, CDSs and the tandem repeat

exons, respectively. The three tandem repeats are labeled repeat1, 2 and 3, and are

indicated by blue, green and orange arrows, respectively. (b) Dot matrix plots between

tandem repeat exons of human Monarch-1 gene. (c) Multiple alignment of translated

tandem repeat sequences. The conserved motif (LxxLxLxxN/CxL) is boxed.
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Figure 6.2. An atypical AS unit of type (100011, 101001) in human interleukin 28

receptor alpha (IL-28RA) gene. There is another isoform that lacks both internal exonic

regions of these variants, and hence typical AS units, which are classified as cassette

and alternative acceptor types represented by (10001, 10101) and (1001, 1011), are also

present in this region.
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Figure 6.3. The structure of rice class III chitinase cDNAs. Open part of the bars

indicates the open reading frames for respective cDNAs, and shaded part indicates the

putative signal sequence estimated by sequence comparison with those of class III

chitinase of cucumber [108] and hevamine of para rubber tree [109]. All the cDNAs

contain 5’ and 3’ UTRs as indicated. Accession numbers granted by the DNA Data

Bank of Japan (DDBJ) for rice class III chitinase cDNAs are as follows: D55708 for

C00481; D55709 for C10122; D55710 for C10150; D55711 for C10501; D55712 for

C10701; D55713 for C10728; and D55714 for C10923.
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Figure 6.4. Comparison of amino acid sequences deduced from rice class III chitinase

cDNAs and those of other plants. The deduced amino acid sequences of obtained

cDNAs are compared with those of class III chitinases of Arabidopsis [98], chick pea

[100], cucumber [108], tobacco [99], and hevamine of para rubber tree [109]. The

starting positions of mature proteins of rice class III chitinase were estimated by

comparison with those of cucumber [108] and para rubber tree [109]. Asterisks indicate

amino acid residues identical to those of C10501. The N-terminus of mature proteins

starts from the 40th amino acid position. E (Glu) or D (Asp) marked by a black dot at

the 170th position is the supposed active residue of class III chitinase [101].
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Figure 6.5. The loci of class III chitinases on our linkage map of rice. Linkage analysis

was performed as described in Kurata et al. [110]. The loci of obtained rice class III

chitinase cDNAs are indicated by white letters with black background. Designations of

markers are described in Kurata et al. [110].
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Table 4.1. Materials used to detect alternative splicing (AS) and alternative

transcriptional initiation (ATI) patterns and the mapping results. Shown are the statistics

of cDNA sequences, AS and ATI patterns for each species. See Materials and Methods

for data sources and detection methods.
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Table 5.1. Location of AS units with respect to coding regions for genes of the six

species studied. Alternative splicing (AS) units are classified according to the type and

location within or outside the CDSs. The upper value in each cell indicates the observed

number of units, and the lower value shows its percentage in the total number of AS

units of the same type. An AS unit is labeled "Within CDS" when both exon variants in

the mutually exclusive type or additional exon(s) in the other types are completely

included in an ORF(s), irrespective of preservation of the downstream reading frames.

Similarly, "5’ UTR" or "3’ UTR" indicates that both exon variants and additional

exon(s) are completely included in a respective UTR. If the transcription of an exon

starts or ends within the CDS, the units are labeled "5’-CDS" or "CDS-3’," respectively.

In this table, the percentages do not total 100%, because mutually exclusive AS units

whose exons interleave the CDSs are not included.
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